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Malibu
Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) 
Tool for DSP and Data 
Acquisition

Features
C++ Development software for Data Acquisition/DSP

Cross-platform C++ support - Windows: MSVC 2003, 

2005 (.NET), Borland BCB6, BDS 2006; Linux: GNU C

Supports Matador & Velocia Series DSP cards, all PMC/

XMC modules and the M6713/SBC6713 products

Comprehensive class library for Data Acquisition, 

Analysis, Display and Recording

For Windows2000/XP and Linux (Suse 10.x, et. al.)

Ultimate Performance Signal Processing/Data Acquisition
Malibu is a powerful, feature-rich software library designed to meet the challenge 
of developing software capable of high-speed data flow and real-time signal analysis 
on the PC. Malibu adds high performance data acquisition and data processing ca-
pabilities to Microsoft Visual C++ .NET 2003/2005 or Borland Developers Studio/
TurboC++/BCB6 and GNU C++ applications with a complete set of functions that 
solve data movement, analysis, viewing, logging and fully take advantage of the object-
oriented nature of C++.

Harnessing the expressive power of the Microsoft, Borland or GNU C++ graphical 
environment, Malibu offers the most powerful and flexible tools to rapidly integrate 
high-end data processing in Windows applications. This class library offers an excel-
lent means to application engineers for synchronizing host side data movement and 
processing with hardware-driven data that is transferred to/from DSP or data acquisi-
tion cards. Malibu simply delivers the highest performance data streaming achievable 
on a desktop or industrial PC.

Rapid application development is achieved using principles such as reusable C++ 
classes, visual application and form design and full-bandwidth direct hardware access.  
Malibu is an environment that allows you to create any real-time applications running 
under Windows or Linux.

Malibu Architecture
A critically-important feature of Malibu is that it was written from the ground up with 
demanding real-time applications as the focus of the product.   Malibu features a C++ 
foundation that has powerful data acquisition and analysis features added to it. So 
when you work with Malibu, you are building on C++ - a language that is unrivaled 
for its power, ease of development and flexibility. You can code with the tool that suits 
you, either in the visual environment of Borland, Visual Studio .NET or Qt where you 
write little or no code for many applications or Microsoft C++ using MFC compatible 
libraries.

Synergistic operation with DSP coprocessor boards
Innovative baseboards which are equipped with an on-board DSP, such as products 
within the Matador or Velocia family, are provided with an additional library named 
Pismo which facilitates real-time data acquisition and analysis through embedded 
DSP programs running on the DSP.  Pismo (for target DSP development) coupled with 
Malibu (for Host development) gives you the power to collect real-time data, analyze 
it, process it, record it and display it - all within a flexible, yet feature rich tool set. 
Pismo supports several data capture/playback modes including continuous streaming, 
transient capture and stimulus/response that allow you to construct your experiment 
to suit the situation. Complete control over the triggering and data collection/ playback 
process makes it easier to capture the data you need, all from within one single host 
application.

When developing an embedded DSP application, Pismo is a tremendous complement 
of tools for the host side that will greatly facilitate your development. Malibu will help 

Advantages
Fast! 

Compiled 32-bit C++ System

Real Time Hardware Support

Flexible! 

Complete C++ development environment

Builds on MSVC, Borland and GNU C++ foundations

Easy! 

C++ Software components

Rapid Application Development Environment

On-line help

OpenWire (virtual pin interconnections)

Functions
For a detailed list of Malibu components and functions 

download www.innovative-dsp.com/support/

manuals/Malibu.chm

Features Summary
Malibu provides a standards-C++-based class library, 

providing a solid basis for solutions to your general 

data acquisition or DSP application development 

needs.
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you capture data that has been transferred over the PCI bus by your DSP, and manipulate it, view it and log it. You can even “pass 
it” through to your own processing code segment, all with ease. Pismo simply equates to an incredible amount of time saved.

Fast Implementation of Data Transfer, Processing, Viewing and Logging under Windows
Most DSP applications include the transfer of some amount of data between DSP and host programs. Frequently, this is done for the 
purpose of viewing and logging, and occasionally for further processing or analysis. With Malibu, synchronizing data movement, cre-
ating graphs, logging data to disk or linking to your own algorithm is done with great simplicity, with less code to write. Why reinvent 
the wheel? Malibu has solved this aspect of your project already!

Speed, Speed, Speed.
Malibu generates native-compiled, 32-bit code from your C++ application. No bulky framework, no unnecessary baggage, just speed. 
Malibu provides a finely-tuned buffer management system that optimizes data flow through the typical steps of graphing, post-pro-
cessing, logging, etc.  Most built-in signal processing functions are Intel Performance Primatives (IPP) assembler, MMX or SIMD-
optimized, providing blazingly-fast performance.  For instance, 1K-point complex FFTs can be performed at greater than 100,000 per 
second using the Fourier class within Malibu.  

Flexible Software for Rapid Application Development
When coupled with Borland Development Studio/Turbo C++ Pro, Visual Studio 2005 using .NET or Qt, Malibu gives you the means 
to develop attractive, fast, stand-alone Windows applications within a RAD (rapid application development) environment. You are not 
restricted to a particular class of application, type of algorithm or style of implementation.  With C++ under the hood, you’ll create 
higher performance applications, in less time and with far more capabilities than any other toolset which allows you to build custom-
tailored solutions for virtually any application.

Ease of Use - OpenWire Integrated
Malibu has integrated the OpenWire standard for flowing data between components. OpenWire connections allow you to quickly 
connect logical “pins” which flow data buffers from a DSP baseboard into an analysis component with little or no code at high rates 
through your application. You never have to manage the data flow because OpenWire delivers the from component to component by 
simply wiring component pins together with virtual wires. 

You establish virtual connections between components using simple class methods that define data endpoints. Also, since OpenWire 
is an open specification, you can easily create your own components and integrate with Malibu applications.  OpenWire gives Malibu 
ease-of-use without the unnecessary high CPU overhead required by competitive packages because applications created with Malibu 
are native C++ code that simply delivers the highest performance on your PC.

How OpenWire Works
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Data
Buffer

Data
Buffer
Copy

Component

Data Buffer

Buffer Connection

OpenWire Connection

If a software component (A) has a data buffer, it can share this data with other components for read only access through OpenWire connections. If a com-
ponent (C) needs to modify the buffer, then OpenWire makes a copy for that component to use. Memory size and execution speed are optimized for each 
application.
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Component Groups
Malibu is composed of the following component groups: 

Buffer Classes
The buffer classes provide access to common vector signal processing functions and analysis functions needed in real-time data acqui-
sition and control applications or for post-processing operations. Most of the classes utilize MMX and SIMD-optimized code using the 
Intel Performance Primitive libraries that offer the highest performance.

The Malibu buffer classes implement copy-on-write to maximize performance.  Malibu’s internal, proprietary buffer manager has been 
designed for optimal real-time performance with minimal runtime heap thrashing and superfluous copy operations.  

Class Description Application

MemoryBuffer Base buffer class Vector add, subtract, multiply, divide, copy, assignment, etc

IntegerBuffer Managed, contiguous array of 32-bit integers. 

ShortBuffer Managed, contiguous array of 16-bit integers. 

CharBuffer Managed, contiguous array of 8-bit integers. 

FloatBuffer Managed, contiguous array of standard-precision IEEE-754 floating 
point values

Vector add, subtract, multiply, divide, copy, assignment, mean, std deviation, 
normalization, thresholding, dot-products, statistics

ComplexBuffer Managed, contiguous array of standard-precision IEEE-754 floating 
point, X/Y pair values (Complex type).  

Complex arithmetic including power spectrum, etc. 

PmcBuffer Special form of IntegerBuffer with built-in header Data streaming with Innovative PMC modules

Analysis Classes
The analysis classes provide access to common DSP algorithms and analysis functions.  Most of the components are MMX and SIMD 
optimized code from the Intel libraries that offer the highest performance.

Class Description Application

Stats Statistics: Min, max, mean, std dev, dynamic range, integrals Signal analysis

AdcStats A/D statistics: Signal-Noise, SINAD, total-harmonic distortion, harmonic 
analysis
User application data pump. Channelized data available on events.

A/D and D/A characterization

Digital Signal Processing Classes
In addition to the standard DSP classes listed below, base classes are provided from which you can readily derive to create custom filters 
and signal generators.  

BandPass Band-pass filter, variable # taps, automatic digital filter designer.  Waveform filtering.  >100 MTaps/sec on Pentium IV 3GHz

BandStop Band-stop filter, variable # taps, automatic digital filter designer.  

Highpass High-pass filter, variable # taps, automatic digital filter designer

Lowpass Low-pass filter, variable # taps, automatic digital filter designer

Fir Generic FIR filter. Variable # taps

Iir Generic IIR filter. Variable # taps

Fourier Time to frequency domain transformations, adjustable size, numerous 
window functions. 

>100,000 1K-point transforms/sec on Pentium IV 3 GHz

InverseFourier Frequency to time domain transformations, adjustable size. 

Malibu
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Signal Generation Classes

CommonGen Base class for all signal generators.  Allows creation of user-defined filters

GaussGen User-adjustable Gaussian noise source Frequency response testing, vibration

SignalGen User-adjustable arbitrary signal source. Sin, Cos,
Triangle, Square waves

RandomGen User adjustable random noise source

Data Visualization Classes

Class Description Application

Plot Real-time, multi-channel, multi-axis, X-Y data plotting and analysis Quickly develop data graphs. Multiple channels may be simultaneously displayed on 
a single graph for applications like strip chart recorders and oscilloscopes. Full control 
of the graph type, scaling and point marking make it easy to develop sophisticated 
displays. Interactive features allow the user to measure data during acquisition.

BinView Post-processing and analysis BinView is a powerful data graphing and analysis tool that you can directly interface 
to your application as a post-processing analysis tool. This component gives you full 
control of BinView which allows you to view all types of data sets of virtually unlim-
ited size. You can quickly switch viewing between time domain and frequency do-
main with the most common windowing options and see analysis statistics like 
standard deviation, signal to noise ratio, THD and SINAD. Scrolling and data search 
features allow you to quickly scan through large data sets.

Data Recording and Playback Classes
Malibu provides built-in support and extensive examples for data logging and playback  applications. You can record data to and playback 
data from Windows file system disks at up to 400 Mb/s with the components supplied with Malibu. You can also record to network drives 
for system integration.

Class Description Application

DataLogger Records raw data received from any input device to Windows local or 
network disks. 

High bandwidth data recording. 

DataPlayer Retrieves raw data previously stored to Windows local or network disk 
for real-time output.

High bandwidth data playback. 

System Components
A useful set of system components saves development time.  Classes and functions are provided for precision profiling and delays, automati-
cally marshal event processing into the foreground thread,  A stop watch allows for quick application profiling while other components give 
direct access to data in RAM, facilitate the numeric display of data arrays and simplify the use of registered operating system messages.

Class Description Application

StopWatch Precision sub-microsecond elapsed time component for code profiling Application profiling, precise delays.  

Application Object providing information about calling Malibu application Adaptive storage of data and application-related files

DiskIo Disk file access General disk file I/O

IniFile Class for manipulation of configuration (INI) files Persistent data storage; serialization

Registry Class for manipulation of registry variables

Event Inter-class notification Implementing callbacks within libraries.  May be synchronized (marshaled) to 
main thread or run in caller’s context EventSynchronizer Inter-thread synchronizer 

EventThunker Inter-thread synchronizer 

MalibuException Exception base class Error handling

PathSpec Class used to extract and insert components of file path specifications Construction/analysis of path specifications by parts

Property Variable usage syntax, implicit Setter/Getters Variable-like syntax with sophisticated store/fetch behaviour

Malibu
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System Functions

Functions Description Application

FileExists Checks if a file exists on the disk with the given path and name File presence detection

FileSize Returns the size in bytes of the file File size determination

Resource Sharing Classes
Most real-time applications involve use of resources which must be cooperatively-shared amongst multiple threads.  The classes below 
facilitate thread creation and thread-safe code and data sections.

Class Description 

CriticalSection Critical section lock 

CriticalSectionArea Critical section RAII object

MultipleObjects Kernel objects collection 

Mutex Wrapper class for Windows Mutexes 

MutexedLock Use a mutex to lock a section of code (RAII)

Semaphore Thread synchronization 

ThreadSafeQueue Template class providing thread-safe access to a queue object. 

Multithreading Support Classes

Class Description 

Thread Abstract base class 

MultiNotifyThread Multiple callback thread 

NotifySemThread Thread that signals user when semaphore is fired. 

NotifyThread Thread that signals user when event is fired. 

Baseboard Classes
These classes provide direct access to the Innovative board level products via the supplied device drivers.  Methods are provided for 
COFF file downloading, logic loading, configuration, triggering, real-time bi-directional data flow and manipulation of board-specific 
features such as DDCs or other embedded signal processing capabilities.

Class Description 

Quixote Quixote Baseboard Class

Quadia Quadia Baseboard Component 

C64xDsp TMS320C64x DSP control object 

M6713 Object representing the M6713 baseboard 

Sbc6713e Sbc6713e baseboard object 

Matador Matador baseboard class (Toro, Conejo, Delfin, Oruga)

PMC Module Classes

Class Description 

DigitalReceiver DigitalReceiver Baseboard Component 

Sio Object representing the Sio PMC Module baseboard 

Tx Object representing the Tx PMC Module baseboard 

Uwb Uwb Baseboard Component 

Malibu
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Hardware Support Classes
These classes encapsulate the behaviour of common hardware features available on Innovative hardware.  For instance, boards featur-
ing analog or digital I/O peripherals employ a precision, user-programmable conversion clock source.  Clock objects are provided to 
allow full control of these timebases in within application programs. 

Class Description 

ClockBase Clock settings management class 

GcScripter Script interpreter for GrayChip devices

Scripter Add scripting to a class 

HpiEngine Memory-region access object 

PmcIdrom Base class for Flash ROM Block 

ZbtRam Class to interact with ZBT RAM on a device 

Hardware Register Classes
Many Innovative board-level products employ user-reprogrammable FPGAs, whose behaviour may be changed via custom VHDL 
code.  A complete assortment of Register objects are provided to allow convienient bit and field manipulation within user-defined 
registers.  

Class Description 

AddressingSpace Memory-region access object 

ReadOnlyRegister Read-only register access 

ReadOnlyRegisterBit Read-only register bit access 

ReadOnlyRegisterBitGroup Register field access 

Register Read/write register access 

RegisterArray Register array access 

RegisterBit Register bit access 

RegisterBitGroup Register field access 

ShadowRegister Control a memory location as a register with a shadow showing the current state 

CachedShadowRegister Deferred-update ShadowRegister object 

Information Classes
These classes act as information containers.  For instance, boards featuring multiple analog channels allow enabling of individual chan-
nels.  The ChannelInfo class provides detailed information about the resultant data format flowing from the device.   

Class Description 

IppVersion Returns information about the active version of IPP signal processing software. 

ChannelInfo Channel Information object 

Communications Classes
In addition to high-rate, block-oriented data flow, messages objects are supplied which are more convienient when passing parametric 
information or commands between Host and Target.  

Class Description 

Message Base class for message packets 

MatadorMessage Standard Message Data Format 

Malibu
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Timebase Classes

Class Description 

Ics8442  Phase-lock loop timebases for high-speed clock generation
Ics8402

String Classes

Class Description 

StringList Quick text file parser object 

StringVector Quick text file parser object 

String Functions
String handling is an important part of many Host applications, since they are usually providing the user interface.  The methods in 
this group provide enhanced numeric and character conversion.   

Function Description 

BinToHex Efficiently converts a binary array to hex string equivalent. 

Endian Endian reversal

FloatToString Returns the string representation of a double value. 

HexToBin Efficiently converts a hex string to byte equivalent. 

IntToString Returns the string representation of an integer value. 

StringToFloat Convert a string into a floating point value 

StringToHex Convert a string representing a hex string into an integer. 

StringToInt Converts a string into an integer value. 

Bit Manipulation Functions
These optimized functions implement commonly-needed bit-manipulation algorithms in a highly-efficient manner.  

Function Description 

BitReverse Bit reversal 

BitsSet Returns number of ‘1’ bits

Arithmetic Functions
These methods perform commonly-needed arithmetic algorithms in a highly-efficient manner.  

Function Description 

CeilLog2 Log base 2, rounded up 

FloorLog2 Log base 2, rounded down 

IsPowerOfTwo Determining if an integer is a power of 2 

LogN General logarithm 

MostSignificantOneBit Most significant 1 bit 

NextLargestPowerOfTwo Next largest power of two 

Ones Population Count (Ones Count) 

TrailingZeroCount Trailing zero count 

Malibu
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Hardware Support Well Integrated in Malibu
Malibu supports a variety of I/O solutions for data acquisition, controls and virtual instrumentation for data streaming and signal 
processing applications. Malibu also supports the streaming of data transferred from a DSP platform. Any data movement problem on 
the host PC is quickly resolved with Malibu, regardless of the data source.  

Our Board Support Packages are comprised of:
- Board device driver
- Board-independent and board-specific static libraries

When applicable, board specific software components are provided which allow hardware configuration from within Malibu. Using 
the supplied board objects, the hardware is entirely confi gured from within the host application and methods are be provided in the 
software to perform this task. 
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Malibu - VCL, .NET and MFC -compatible classes Board Support Package

Each baseboard has all its configuration properties exposed to the user in a Malibu C++ object.  This hardware object not only encapsu-
lates the cooperating threads that are required for communicating properly with that board and allocating proper buffer sizes, but also 
exposes all user-configurable parameters.  For instance, the user can specify what module type is installed on an M6713 or Sbc6713e 
baseboard, which A/D channel of an I/O module to enable and the physical destination of that data stream to allow streaming to either 
the PCI bus or a dedicated FIFOPort.  All such properties are accessible as public class methods or properties of the respective board 
component.  These properties can be set at compile-time or exposed as variables in the user-interface for run-time selection.

Important support features such as timebases are exposed as board-specific data members.  These control hardware timers and other 
pacing signal sources that are used as triggers for the acquisition of analog and digital signals within application programs. The 
timebases include frequency synthesizers, timers, external triggers and clock, re-triggered or framed modes and multi-card timing 
synchronization signals. 

For instance analog-to-digital conversion can be either triggered by a baseboard timer, an onboard PLL or via an external signal or a 
synchronized clock received from another master board.  All this is simply specified by invoking the desired component and setting 
its public properties.

Real-Time Support
Malibu is built around the concept of data streams, driven by hardware real-time events, that work with the hardware to smoothly flow 
data from the hardware through the analysis to the application. The system features that support real-time performance encompass 
every stage of the process required at each point of the application.  

Malibu
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Malibu Buffers

Baseboard Your 
AppSystem

Memory

Board DLL Set Sizing

Events

Set Sizing

PCI - 132Mb/sec. Burst
64Mb/sec. Continuous

Int

Dynamic Data Buffering
Malibu handles the data from the hardware through Windows using an advanced data buffering system that allows the PC to achieve 
high rates and sustain the overall demands of real-time applications.  Multiple levels of data buffering, starting with the hardware buf-
fers, on to the internal buffers, automatically handle the data so the PC does not get overwhelmed with interrupt requests.

For data acquisition applications, the size of the data buffers is determined automatically by the Malibu stream class objects, based 
upon the acquisition speed. Malibu sets the buffer sizes and allocate contiguous physical memory so that Windows can keep up with 
the real-time demands for data movement, yet minimize the data latency incurred with large data buffers. This approach is superior to 
the typical scatter/gather system because it eliminated the overhead associated with managing non-contiguous data buffer pools.

Hardware Data Flow

FIFO
#2

FIFO
#1

(on higher
speed modules)

Busmaster 
SystemMemory Malibu

Data Buffers

VISRA/D

D/A

PCI Bus

I/O Front End

Baseboard

High speed data streaming support
There are two primary data types the streams can deliver: Block and Channelized. Channelized data contains split channel data in 
floating-point format (or user format). This is most easily viewed, analyzed and passed to application programs since it is for an indi-
vidual channel like an A/D, and the format is readily interpreted. Channelized data can move at speeds up to 100 MB/s, (P4 3 GHz). 
Application programs can readily manipulate data that is streaming over logically-independent channels, using a wide assortment of 
MMX-optimized analysis components provided with Malibu. Due to its extreme ease-of-use, this Channelized Mode is usually pre-
ferred.

Channel Mode

Malibu
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Once data has entered the data buffering system, the Block Mode supports direct access to a raw data stream without burdening the 
host CPU with channel splitting and formatting tasks. Due to its extreme efficiency and minimal overhead, the Block Mode delivers the 
fastest possible data at speeds up to 400 MB/sec (800 MHz front-side bus, Intel® E7520 PCIe split-bus chipset or equivalent, capture to 
RAM) in raw, unprocessed data and is preferred for ultra-high-speed applications. This is typically used in a “snap” type of acquisition 
of finite length or duration as determined by available system memory.

Block Mode

Data Harvesting and Substreams
One powerful feature of Malibu is that the Channelized Mode and Block Mode can be mixed and used concurrently. In this combina-
tion, the main data stream is flowing in Block Mode while a regular subset of this data stream is branched off and processed further in 
a Channelized Mode. The application “harvests” and process periodic “slices” of data while simultaneously flowing all data through the 
Block Mode interface. This is very useful for viewing and monitoring a realistic sample of data and even doing sophisticated processing. 
Since the amount of data processed remains small, bandwidth is preserved and the user gets the best of both worlds. This technique is 
much superior to a simple decimator approach that hides transients and removes high frequency content.

Harvesting Data from the Block Mode
Data Harvesting gives lower rate data slices 
to minimize process burden during high 
rate acquisition.

Intel Signal Processing MMX and SIMD 
Optimized Components
Malibu takes full advantage of assembly-
language-optimized signal processing li-
braries for native signal processing. These 
NSP functions use the highest processing 
speed techniques like using the MMX and 
SIMD instructions in the Intel proces-
sor family that makes your PC run like a 
dedicated DSP.

Additional benchmark information is available at http://cache-www.intel.com/cd/00/00/21/93/219360_wp_ipp_benchmark.pdf

Malibu

Selected
Functions 
1024 dim. Square, (bsqr1)
1024 dim. Multiply (bMpy2) 
1024 dim. Dot Product (DotProd) 
256 Pt. Complex FFT1 Fast code (FFT) 
256 Pt. Complex FFT1 Integer code (FFT) 
256 Pt. Complex FFT1 Floating Point code (FFT) 
1024 dim. Hamming Window (WinHamming) 
32 tap x 1024 dim. FIR Filter (bFir)
32 tap x 1024 dim. Convoultion (Conv) 
1024 dim. Tone Generator (bTone)

Single-Precision
Floating Point

1.3
1.19
2.21
5.78
5.78
5.78
5.52
2.33
50.11
2.15

Units

clocks per element
clocks per element
clocks per MAC
clocks per "butterfly"
clocks per "butterfly"
clocks per "butterfly"
clocks per element
clocks per MAC
clocks per element
clocks per element

1 Input constrained to range [+-512], max error < 0.1% for 256 points FFT.
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Compiled, 32-bit Executables
Applications developed with Malibu are never burdened by the sluggish framework that is imposed by most block-diagram program-
ming packages. Malibu applications are C++ code compiled as 32-bit executables. Because it is built on a C++ foundation, the system 
simply delivers the fastest run time performance possible.

How Malibu delivers data in Channelized Mode for use in the application
In Channelized Mode, data is divided into separate logical channels flowing between logical “pins” in each software component. It is 
automatically shuttled through all connected OpenWire analysis components for processing.

When streaming data to be processed and displayd in real-time, it is easiest to access channelized data via the GenericFilter component. 
Its purpose is to allow user-defined processing to take place. To do this, the component defines ‘hooks’ or ‘events’ that can be associ-
ated with a function in the user application. These functions will be called by the system at strategic times, when some hardware event 
occurs. Simply add your specific data processing code within the skeleton handler to implement custom signal processing operations.

GenericFilterData Stream
OpenWire OpenWire

Component IntegerBuffer
-methods
-data

Your Code

IntegerBuffer Buf;
Buf.PowerSpectrum();
float y=Buf[i];
float z[1000];
Buf.Extract(z,1000);

Event

take Power Spectrum of the data
a single point

an array of 1000

The most useful event is OnProcess. It is called repeatedly, once for each buffer of channelized data that arrives. It passes in a FloatBuffer 
object , that contains the most recent sampled data for that channel.  Users can access the Channelized Mode data flow by instantiating 
a Splitter object, which is attached to the raw data stream via OpenWire pins.  The splitter component allows the application to send 
floating point data received from the Innovative baseboard to downstream components for subsequent processing.  The downstream 
objects, often Malibu analysis class instances, will receive notification of the data ready events from Malibu via a callback function. 
This callback function allows you to grab the data when it is ready by the data streaming process.  MMX-optimzed methods of the 
FloatBuffer class can then be accessed to process individual data points, arrays or consumed as a data object.

The Buffer Data Objects
The ShortBuffer, IntegerBuffer, FloatBuffer and ComplexBuffer classes are more than just containers of acquired or generated data, as 
they contain many methods for processing their data. A method is a function, tied logically to the data of an object. With FloatBuffer, 
many of the operations that would have to be written by hand and debugged are now single line function calls which invoke highly 
optimized code specifically crafted to work with the latest Intel processors.

Channel Mode Block Mode

Floating Point
Data

Malibu Buffers Malibu IntegerBuffer

Floating Point
Data

Floating Point
Data

Floating Point
Data

Raw
Binary
Format

with
Mixed

channels

A/D Ø A/D Ø
A/D Ø

D/A Ø DAC Ø
DAC Ø

DIG I/O
DIG I/ODigital I/O

A/D 1 A/D 1
A/D 1

A/D Ø A/D Ø
DAC Ø
DIG I/O

A/D 1
A/D Ø

DAC Ø
DIG I/O

A/D 1
A/D Ø

DAC Ø
DIG I/O

A/D 1
A/D Ø

DAC Ø

D/A Ø

Digital I/O

A/D 1

Data
Set
Ø

Data
Set
1

Data
Set
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etc.

Malibu contains a myriad of operators and functions that can move data into and out of an object, to process the entire contents of the 
object using fast, vector operations. Modifications which your application makes to a buffer will be passed to any downstream compo-
nent connected via OpenWire, so that your changes can be inserted as input into standard processing or graphing components. Output 
streams are the simple converse of the input, you process and pass the data along to the output using all the same techniques as input. 
So, as you can see, the only requirement is that you write processing code -all the details of data movement are handled by Malibu.
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How Malibu delivers data in Block Mode for use in the application
Block mode handling is similar in many ways to Channelized Mode. If you use a component, you can use events including OnStart, 
OnStop, and OnData. These events can handle functions associated with them just like GenericFilter can.

TIIDataBuffer Methods Function
Size() Gives number of samples
Append/Extract() Convert and add/load a C array (float, int, short)
+,-,*,/ Buffer arithmetic acts on two buffers or a constant
Set() Set to a value
Normalize() Normalization
Dot() Dot product of two buffers
Threshold() Limit values to threshold level
InvThreshold() Inverse with upper bound
Data() Read-only access to a buffer
ModifyData() Read/write access to a buffer
Abs() Absolute value
Sqrt() Square root
Sqr() X2

Exp() Exponent
Ln() Natural log
Max(), Min(), Mean(), Sdev(), Norm() Statistics on a buffer
dB() Convert to decibels 20 log10(x)
Phase(), Magnitude(), PowerSpectrum(),
AutoCorr(), CrossCorr()

Frequency domain analysis using FFT

Convolve() Convolution of a buffer
ToALaw(), ToULaw(), FromALaw(), FromULaw() Convert to/from A-law and µ-law
Operator[] Array access to individual elements

For example, OnData is called once for each block of raw input data read in. It passes an object, IntegerBuffer, that gives the user ac-
cess to the data within, and the target board the data came from. IntegerBuffer contains similar methods as the FloatBuffer that allow 
you to extract or append a C-style array, as well as analysis methods. The handle can take this block and log it, or perform high speed 
processing on it. Output blocks are handled similarly.

Block Mode

TIIBlockStream
IntegerBuffer
-methods
-data

Your Code

BP.Buffer Buf;
int x[Buf.SizeInInts()]
Buf.CopyTo(x)

Raw Data Stream
OpenWire OpenWire

Event

a buffer copy into array x

Using C++ Data Objects
For the veteran C programmer, using an object to contain data is a new experience. Having learned how to use plain old C arrays years 
ago, the question is why not continue to use them in the future. Another issue is how to preserve legacy code that uses C arrays. Often 
a rewrite of this code is difficult or impossible. The answer is that a well crafted buffer object can be used as an array, so the learning 
curve is small, and it can be integrated into legacy code with no problems. For new code, the object can avoid many of the problems 
involved with the use of C arrays.  

First, some examples of the use of a FloatBuffer as a C array: 
// Create a buffer with 500 elements

FloatBuffer B(500);

// Set the 100th element to 0

B[100] = 0;

// Extract the 100th element of the array

float value = B[100];

This is the exact way that the element would be accessed if B was a C array. 
This code shows how to use TIIDataBuffers with legacy code:

// We have 2 functions with signatures:

// void MyReadOnlyFtn(const float* buf,int size);

// void MyAlgorithm(float* buffer, int size);
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// To call the read-only function with B:

MyReadOnlyFtn(B.ConstData(),B.Size());

To call the algorithm that changes B:
MyAlgorithm( B.ModifyData(), B.Size() );

These functions did not need to be changed at all to use data provided in a FloatBuffer object. Note that the FloatBuffer object knows 
its size, and keeps track of it internally. Unlike C arrays, the programmer does not need to maintain a size variable and pass it about in 
his code. In addition, the FloatBuffer class avoids some of the problems C arrays have. For instance, when making a C array you must 
either create arrays large enough for the biggest possible need, or create the array with the malloc() function and remember to free it. 
FloatBuffer manages its own memory. To change its size, simply call the Resize() member function with the new size. And when the 
object dies, the memory it holds is always automatically released. Many other operations are simplified, also. To copy from one buffer 
to another, instead of writing a loop in your code, simply do:

FloatBuffer A(500);

// Copy B’s data into A.

A = B;

Finally, the buffer classes contain many other functions to perform data analysis functions on their contents. These are simple to use 
and are often faster than code you might write yourself.

Example Application
Most scientific and engineering applications require the acquisition and storage of data for analysis after the fact. Even in cases where 
most data analysis is done in place, there is usually a requirement that some data be saved to monitor the system. In many cases a pure 
data logger that does no immediate processing is the most common application.

Because of the high data rate of the Quixote baseboard, a logger that saves all of the data to the host disk is impossible. Instead, the best 
that can be done is to capture a relatively large set of samples out of the data stream, and send that to the host.

The Asnap example in the Quixote software distribution demostrates this kind of capture application.  It consists of a host program in 
Windows that controls and communicates with a target program on the Quixote’s DSP. Commands and Data move between the two 
programs, using Innovative’s software libraries to accomplish the task.

Tools Required
In general, writing applications for the Quixote requires the simultaneous development of two programs – one for the host and one for 
the target. Each of these requires a development environment, a debugger, and a set of support libraries from Innovative.

Development Tools for the Quixote Asnap vExample

Processor Development Environment Innovative Toolset Project Directory

Target DSP Code Composer Studio 3.0 Pismo Examples\ASnap

Host PC Borland C++ Builder 6.0 Malibu Examples\ASnap\Bcb

Borland Dev Studio / Turbo C++ Examples\ASnap\Bcb10

Microsoft Visual Studio 2003 Examples\ASnap\VC7

Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Examples\ASnap\VC8

Common Host Code Examples\ASnap\Common

On the host side, the Malibu library is source code compatible with all three of the above environments. The code that performs much 
of the actual functioning of the program, outside of the User Interface portion of the program, is therefore common code. Each project 
uses the same file to interact with the hardware and acquire data.

Program Design
The Asnap example is designed to allow repeated data taking runs on command from the host. Because of the high data rate of the 
analog hardware, we know we can not take data forever without falling behind. However we maximize our chances by setting up the 
system to capture blocks into target memory as fast as possible until a specific amount is read in. Then the data taking is stopped and 
the accumulated data delivered to the host and logged. 
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The example uses the Messages to send commands and parameters to the target to control the I/O.  Bus-master block transfer is used 
to deliver data to the host. After delivering the data the target resets itself for further commands from the host so that repeated data 
snapshots can be taken.

The Host Application 
The picture below shows the main window of the Asnap example. This form is from the designer of the Borland C++ Builder version 
of the example, but the MSVC versions are very similar. It shows the layout of the controls of the user interface.

User Interface
On the top of the form is a button bar than contains control buttons for the example. These buttons are how the user initiates an action 
in the example.

From left to right, the buttons perform these actions:
• Logic Loading. The user logic of the Quixote must be loaded at least once per session (it remains valid until power is re-
moved from the board). This button performs the logic loading from an EXO File.
• COFF Loading. Similarly, the DSP must be loaded with a target program COFF File. This button controls this.
• Capture. This button controls a single capture of data following the parameters given in the UI.

The square to the left is a non-visual component in Builder that controls the posting of a File Open Dialog box. It will not appear in 
the running application.

Below that is a set of controls that hold the parameters of the acquisition. These settings are delivered to the target and configure the 
target program accordingly.

The Event Log, Progress Bar and Status Bar at the bottom display progress messages and feedback during the operation of the pro-
gram. 

Host Side Program Organization
The Malibu library is designed to be rebuild-able in each of supported host environments:  Because the library has a common in-
terface in all environments, the code that interacts with Malibu is separated out into a class, ApplicationIo contained in the files 
ApplicationIo.cpp and .h. This class acts identically in all the platforms. The Main form of the application creates an ApplicationIo 
to perform the work of the example. The UI can call the methods of the ApplicationIo to perform the work when, for example, a 
button is pressed or a control changed. 

Sometimes, however, the ApplicationIo object needs to ‘call back into’ the UI. But since the code here is common, it can’t use a pointer 
to the main window or form, as this would make ApplicationIo have to know details of Borland or the VC environment in use.

The standard solution to decouple the ApplicationIo from the form is to use an interface class to hide the implementation. An in-
terface class is an abstract class that defines a set of methods that can be called by a client class (here, ApplicationIo). The other class 
produces an implementation of the interface by either multiple inheriting from the interface, or by creating a separate helper class 
object that derives from the interface. In either case the implementing class forwards the call to the UI form class to perform the ac-
tion. ApplicationIo only has to know how to deal with a pointer to a class that implements the interface, and all UI dependencies are 
hidden. 

The IUserInterface interface class is defined in ApplicationIo.h. The constructor of ApplicationIo requires a pointer to the inter-
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face, which is saved and used to perform the actual updates to the UI inside of ApplicationIo’s methods.

ApplicationIo
Initialization
The main form creates an ApplicationIo object in its constructor. The object creates a number of Malibu objects at once as can be seen 
from this detail from the header ApplicationIo.h.

private:

//

// Member Data

IUserInterface * UI;

Innovative::C64xDsp Dsp;

Innovative::Quixote Board;

Innovative::TiBusmasterStream Stream;

Innovative::DataLogger Logger;

Innovative::BinView BinView;

In Malibu, objects are defined to represent units of hardware as well as software units. The C64xDsp and Quixote objects represent the 
baseboard and the CPU on it. The TiBusmasterStream object encapsulates the I/O operations supported by the CPU. The Logger and 
BinView objects support logging data to disk and the Binview data analysis application.

Creating a hardware object such as Quixote does not implicitly attach it to the hardware. To accomplish this, the object has to be ex-
plicitly opened. The OpenBoards() method connects the hardware objects:

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::OpenBoards() -- Open Hardware & set up callbacks

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::OpenBoards(int dspTarget)

{

Board.Target(dspTarget);

Board.Open();

Board.Reset();

Board.Logic().OnFpgaParseProgress.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleParseProgress);

Board.Logic().OnFpgaParseComplete.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleParseComplete);

Board.Logic().OnFpgaParseMessage.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleLoadError);

Board.Logic().OnFpgaLoadProgress.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleLoadProgress);

Board.Logic().OnFpgaLoadComplete.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleLoadComplete);

Board.Logic().OnFpgaLoadMessage.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::HandleLoadError);

This code configures the Quixote object. First the identifier target number is set, then the Open() method attaches the object to the 
actual physical device. The board is then reset. 

The next lines configure the Quixote logic loader’s informational events. Malibu has a method where functions can be ‘plugged into’ 
the library to be called at certain times or in response to certain events detected. Events allow a tight integration between an applica-
tion and the library. These events are informational messages called by the logic loader feature of the Quixote. They display feedback 
during the loading of the user logic.

Dsp.Target(dspTarget);

Dsp.Open();

UI->AppendToLog(“Quixote Opened!”);

Dsp.Reset();

This code initializes the DSP on the Quixote. Note the use of the UI interface class object (UI) to perform all user-interface functions. 
The AppendToLog() method adds the text to the log display on the main window.

Stream.ConnectTo(&Dsp);

Stream.OnPacketAvailable.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::PacketAvailableHandler);
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Stream.OnPacketAvailable.Synchronize();

Stream.OnMailAvailable.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::MailAvailableHandler);

Stream.OnMailAvailable.Synchronize();

The Stream object is a ‘stream’ object that manages communication between the application and a piece of hardware. Separating the 
I/O into a separate class clarifies the distinction between an I/O protocol and the implementing hardware. Different types of hardware 
can all support a single type of streaming. Also, it is possible that a single type of hardware could support several styles of I/O, each 
with its own distinct interface.

A I/O Stream class is attached to a piece of hardware via the ConnectTo() method. If an object supports a stream type, this call will be 
implemented. Unsupported stream types will not compile. We then attach handlers to important events.
The TiBusmasterStream supports two types of communication: a Mail message transfer that sends small packets and a bus-mastered 
Packet transfer for large data transfers. An event is defined that will be called when each of these types of data arrives from the target, 
and we intercept both of them here. 

An event is not necessarily called in the same thread as the user interface (UI). If it is not, and you need to call a UI function in the 
handler, Windows requires that you have to have the event synchronized with the UI thread.  The call to Synchronize() directs the 
event to call the event handler in the main UI thread context. This results in a slight performance penalty, but allows us to call UI 
methods in the event handler freely.

//

// Hook progress message

Dsp.Cpu().OnCoffLoadProgress.SetEvent(this, &ApplicationIo::DownloadProgress);

Dsp.Cpu().Boot();

}

The final line boots the CPU so that the debugger can be started.

Logic Loading
Because the logic must be loaded for Quixote applications to function, the example includes a logic loader button. Let’s follow the but-
ton press code through the entire operation.

In the UI, when the logic load button is pressed a handler method is called. Here it is attached to the method LogicLoadBtnClick():
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

// TForm1::LogicLoadBtnClick() -- Load Logic

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

void _ _ fastcall TForm1::LogicLoadBtnClick(TObject *Sender)

{

OpenDialog->Title = “Logic File Selection”;

OpenDialog->Filter = “Logic Files (*.exo)|*.EXO|All Files (*.*)|*.*”;

OpenDialog->FileName = “”;

OpenDialog->InitialDir = ExtractFilePath(AppPath.c _ str());

OpenDialog->Options.Clear();

OpenDialog->Options << ofFileMustExist << ofHideReadOnly << ofNoChangeDir;

if (!OpenDialog->Execute())

    return;

The code above posts a dialog allowing the user to select a logic file. If the user cancels out, no logic is loaded. If he selects a file, we 
move on to the loading.

// don’t let this be clicked again until download completes

ProgressBar->Position = 0;

ProgressBar->Max = 100;

LogicLoadBtn->Enabled = false;
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Io->LoadLogic(std::string(OpenDialog->FileName.c _ str()));

}

We do some more UI tricks, such as setting up the progress bar limits and disabling the load button, before we get to the meat of the 
handler. We extract the file name from the dialog, and pass it to the ApplicationIo method LoadLogic().

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::LoadLogic() --

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::LoadLogic(const std::string & Image)

{

Board.Reset();

UI->AppendToLog(“-----------------------------------------------”);

UI->AppendToLog(“ Parsing logic file”);

UI->UpdateLogicLoadProgress(0);

The handler resets the board, then uses the UI callback interface to do more setting up of the UI for the logic loading. The interface 
allows UI calls to be made here in the Io object or out in the UI class itself, whichever is more convenient.

Board.Logic().ConfigureFpga(Image);

}

And here we have a call into Malibu. This starts the long sequence of logic loading. The call returns at once, as the loading is managed 
by a background thread. Status and feedback are given by events that can be intercepted by the application or not.

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::HandleLoadProgress() --

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::HandleLoadProgress(Innovative::ProcessProgressEvent & event)

{

UI->UpdateLogicLoadProgress( event.Percent );

}

This event is called to give a percentage progress of the entire operation. The handler calls back to the UI, where a progress bar control 
is updated to give a visible indication of the loading progress. Knowing the events to handle is a large part of operating with the Malibu 
library.

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::HandleLoadComplete() --

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::HandleLoadComplete(Innovative::ProcessCompletionEvent & event)

{

UI->UpdateLogicLoadProgress( 100 );

UI->AppendToLog(“Load completed ok”);

UI->OnLogicLoadComplete();

}

Finally, the logic loader sends this event when the load is finally done. In this case, all we do is update the UI so the user can see that the 
load is finished. In other cases this could trigger the application to automatically perform additional actions.

COFF File Loading
The next stage of the configuration is to load code onto the target CPU. Again, this is triggered by a button on the UI, which posts a 
dialog allowing a file to be selected. Then it calls this method of the ApplicationIo object:
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::DownloadCoff() -- Coff Loading

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::DownloadCoff(const std::string & filename)

{

Dsp.Cpu().DownloadCoff(filename);

}

Again, a single method initiates the entire the COFF process. Like logic loading, this call initiates a COFF load that is actually per-
formed in the background. You can use events to get feedback about the progress of the load. After the COFF load is complete, the 
target program is started.

In this case, however, even knowing when the load is complete is not enough. The target program has to set up itself for communication 
and the host must wait until this is complete before sending commands or data to the target. This is the point where the two programs 
have to begin cooperating. The solution we use is to have all target programs send a “Login” message to the host at the end of their 
initialization. This message signals to the host that the target is ready for communications to begin. This snippet from the application 
message handler shows this login message response:

case ccLogin:

    UI->AppendToLog(“ccLogin”);

    UI->AppendToLog(“Dsp logged in: “ + IntToString(++LoginTally));

    UI->OnLoginCommand();

    break;

This prints message to the log and enables the Snap button that begins data transfers.

Starting a Data Capture
After downloading, the Snap button is activated to enable capturing data.

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::BeginSnap() -- Start data taking

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

// This function is executed when the user clicks on the RcvButton.

// It causes the ccDataXferMsg command to be sent to the target DSP,

// which responds by sending a buffer of contiguous analog acquisition data

void ApplicationIo::BeginSnap(const std::string & data _ file _ base)

{

    RcvMessageTally = RcvByteTally = 0;

    //

    // Logger saves the data transmitted into a file if checking data

    Logger.Stop();

    Logger.FileName = AppPath + data _ file _ base + “.bin”;

    Logger.Start();

    UI->GetSettings();

This UI interface command loads the settings information from the UI controls into the Settings structure in the ApplicationIo 
class. This class is declared as publicly accessible to reduce the amount of access methods in the class.

    MatadorMessage Msg;

    Msg.TypeCode(ccDataXferMsg);

    Msg.AsFloat(0, Settings.SampleRate);

    Msg.Data(1, Settings.Events);

    Msg.Data(2, Settings.Channels );

    Msg.Data(3, Settings.ClockSource );

    Msg.Data(4, Settings.Plot );
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    //

    // Send the command to send data buffers on target to host

    Stream.Send(Msg);

The configuration information is loaded into a MatadorMessage object for transmission to the target. The data is a 16 word packet, the 
first two of which are reserved for header information. We use the TypeCode() field to define what type of message this is. Data can be 
loaded as different data types. The sample rate is transferred as floating point, while the others are transferred as integers.

The Stream’s Send() method sends the packet to the target as a mail command packet. 

    UI->AppendToLog(“------------------------------------------------------------”);

    UI->AppendToLog(“Capturing...”);

}

At this point, the action shifts to the target side program. The next section will discuss the target code.

The Target Application
Main Thread
On the target we use the Pismo libraries to access the hardware. These libraries are built on the TI DSP/BIOS operating system that 
provides a multithreaded working environment. The library launches a starting thread that calls the IIMain() function. This thread 
starts first, acting much like the main() function in a standard C program.

void IIMain()

{

    CaptureThread Capture(tpHigher);

    Capture.Resume();

The data acquisition requires its own thread, which is created and started here. Its priority is elevated to assure that data taking gets 
executed first when it needs servicing. 

    MessageTransfer Xfr;

    IIMessage C;

    for (;;)

        { 

        //

        // Wait for message to arrive from host

        Xfr.Recv(0, C);

        DispatchPacket(Capture, C);

        }

We also need a thread dedicated to responding to messages from the host, so we use this one. The Recv() method waits for a message 
packet to arrive from the host. The DispatchPacket() function then processes the message. When we left the host, we had just issued 
a command packet to the target, thus waking up this thread to process it. 

}

The Capture Thread
The capture thread is a class derived from the Pismo Thread class. It manages the creation and use of threaded code. To use it you derive 
your class from thread:

class CaptureThread : public Thread

{ 

    ....

The Thread class creates a thread that executes the Execute() method in a separated thread. You therefore have to override that method 
to perform the work of the thread:
void Execute()
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{ 

    for (int i = 0; i < 1; ++i)

        {

        IIMessage Cmd;

        Cmd.TypeCode(ccLogin);

        Cmd.Data(0, i); Cmd.Data(1, 100);

        Cmd.Data(2, 101); Cmd.Data(3, 102); 

        MailXfr->Send(0, Cmd);

        }

The first action the thread takes is to send the “Login” message to the host, to indicate the target is up and running. Note that sending 
a command on the target is much like sending a message on the host. A message object is ‘filled in’ and sent via a method call.

The values used to distinguish commands are an enumeration defined in a header that is shared between the target and the host pro-
gram. This assures that both sides agree on the meaning of a message packet.

    while(!Terminated())

        {

        Start.Acquire();

        Open();

        Gather(); 

        if (Info.Plot)

            WriteBuffer(Snaps);

        

        Close(); 

        Available.Release();

        }

    }

Here is the thread loop. The thread remains idle until the Start semaphore is signaled.  Afterwards, it calls the Open() method to 
configure the analog driver, Gather() to collect the data, and then closes the driver. The Available semaphore signals the main thread 
that data has been sent to the host, so it responds to commands again.

When we left the main thread, we were processing the command to take data. The DispatchPacket() function calls the CaptureThread’s 
Acquire() method:

void Acquire(IIMessage & Msg)

{

    //

    // Fill transfer Info from message 

    Info.SampleRate = Msg.AsFloat(0);

    Info.Events = Msg.Data(1);

    Info.Channels = Msg.Data(2);

    Info.ClockSource = Msg.Data(3);

    Info.Plot = Msg.Data(4);

    Info.SampleRate *= 1000;

    Start.Release();

    Available.Acquire(); 

}

The Acquire() method copies out the information in the message into our local cache. The release of the Start semaphore wakes up 
the background thread. The main thread then waits for the Acquire semaphore to be signaled, suspending the main thread while data 
taking is going on.

In this simple example, there is no real need to respond to messages all of the time. In other cases, you might wish to continue to re-
spond to messages and reduce the interlocking. If so, you have to take more care that a second data taking request does not corrupt the 
data taking information.
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Configuring Data Acquisition
With the waking of the CaptureThread, Open() is called to configure the analog.

void Open()

{

...

AIn->Device().Channels().EnableChannels(Info.Channels);

int IntsPerEvent = AIn->Device().Channels().BytesPerEvent() / sizeof(int);

Analog I/O is managed by analog Stream objects. These use BIOS device drivers to DMA data into a set of buffer objects and return 
them to the application as they are filled with data. The CaptureThread uses the AdcStream object Ain which takes data from the 
ADCs.

Here we are configuring the number of channels to activate in the data stream, and using the information block to read back the size 
of the data that will come out per event.

// Simple, continuous data flow

BasicTmb Timebase;

Timebase.ClockSource( (Info.ClockSource==0) ? 

ClockManager::csTimer0 : ClockManager::csDds );

Timebase.Rate(Info.SampleRate);

Ain->Device().Attach(Timebase);

Analog streams need to have a timebase to physically drive the I/O. These objects configure the hardware and logic to use the type of 
clock the application requires. The BasicTmb is a simple continuous clock. We use one of the parameters to set which physical timer is 
used as the timebase and attach it to the analog device.

EventsPerBuffer = 65536/IntsPerEvent;

int IntsPerBuffer;

// Buffers sized to signal at specified rate

Ain->Events(EventsPerBuffer);

The size of the buffers used to accept data is an important parameter. Too small a size creates excess overhead since you are continually 
switching buffers. Too large a size can either overflow memory or suspend the application waiting for the first block to finish for too 
long a time. 

// Create an image buffer for data snaps

Resize(Info.Events);

BufferCount = 1;

IntsPerBuffer = Info.Events * IntsPerEvent;

This application saves a fixed number of events for transmission back. The Snaps buffer is used to store this data. The Resize() method 
sizes it to fit the data needed.

volatile int status = AIn->Open();

The Stream’s Open() method starts the acquisition of data. We then send a message to the host informing the host of the number of 
buffers to expect. 

IIMessage Cmd;

Cmd.TypeCode(ccBufferCount);

Cmd.Data(0, IntsPerBuffer / MaxPayload + 1);

MailXfr->Send(0, Cmd);

FCount = 0;

}
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From the Open() method the Capture thread moves straight to the Gather() method. This method takes enough buffers in to fill the 
capture buffer. The core of the Gather() is the call to Get(), which calls Ain->Get(). This method blocks until a buffer of acquired data 
has arrived from the Analog input. This buffer can then be accessed as AIn->Buffer().

//-----------------------------------------------------

// Sample in analog buffer

//-----------------------------------------------------

void Get()

{

AIn->Get();

++FCount;

}

After getting a buffer, the contents are copied into the Snaps buffer. We keep track of the location where to write the next block as the 
Cursor variable. When we have filled the Snaps buffer we are done.

//-----------------------------------------------------

// Accumulate segments into acqusition buffer

//-----------------------------------------------------

void Gather()

{

Cursor = 0;

while (Cursor < Snaps.Elements())

{

Get();

int Residual = Snaps.Ints()-Cursor;

int Chunk = std::min(Residual, AIn->Buffer().Ints());

Snaps.Copy(AIn->Buffer(), Cursor, Chunk);

Cursor += Chunk;

}

}

After filling the Snaps buffer, we send it back to the host. Sending a data packet is similar to sending a command, except the object sent 
is a buffer rather than an IIMessage. There is a maximum size of packet that can be sent based on the size of the region reserved for 
bus-mastering by the device driver. The example uses a modest maximim packet size saved in the MaxPayload constant. Packets are 
copied out of the Snap buffer in chunks of MaxPayload, until the final packet which sends the remainder.

Each data packet is preceded by a ccDataFlushMsg command. This is by no means a requirement. Data packets can be sent at any time 
and in any number without messages marking them, as long as both sides agree on what these data packets mean. In this example the 
messages allow progress feedback to be displayed as the data is acquired.

//-----------------------------------------------------

// WriteBuffer() -- Send buffer to host

//-----------------------------------------------------

void WriteBuffer(IntBuffer & Buffer)

{

int Elements = Buffer.Ints();

int * Cursor = Buffer.Addr();

while (Elements)

{

const int Residual = std::min(Elements, MaxPayload);

IIMessage Cmd;

Cmd.TypeCode(ccDataFlushMsg);

MailXfr->Send(0, Cmd);

// Copy buffer to payload
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IntBuffer Dst(Residual);

IntBuffer Src(Cursor, Residual);

Dst.Copy(Src);

Xfr->Send(0, Dst);

Cursor += Residual; 

Elements -= Residual; 

}

}

The Close() Method
After taking the data, the Close() method is called. It sends a summary message to the host giving the results of the log session, then 
shuts down the data taking stream to await the next capture.

Data Logging
At this point the attention shifts to the host. The data capture operation has resulted in a sequence of messages and data packets that 
the host needs to process properly.

Command Packet Reception
In this example we use the notification events of the TiBusmasterStream class to alert us when a command arrives from the target. The 
handler was installed as part of the Open() method described earlier. On examination, the first interesting item is the argument of the 
event, a class named TiBusmasterStreamDataEvent.

Often an event needs to pass data to the handler. The Malibu event library restricts an event handler to have just a single argument. 
However, this argument can be a class that can contain any number of sub-elements. The class TiBusmasterStreamDataEvent contains 
a pointer to the stream that issued the event, which is used to extract the message from the stream.

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::MailAvailableHandler() -- Data Packet arrival event handler

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::MailAvailableHandler(TiBusmasterStreamDataEvent & Event)

{

static int LoginTally(0);

//

// Read the mail message packet

MatadorMessage Msg;

Event.Sender->Recv(Msg);

By sending the sender pointer as data, we allow a single handler to process multiple stream object’s messages. Once the message arrives, 
it can be analyzed and processed by a switch statement on the type code.

//

// ...Process the packet

switch (Msg.TypeCode())

{

case ccInfo:

{

UI->AppendToLog(“pmInfo”);

<< additional handler code ommitted >>

The first message sent as part of the capture protocol was a ccBufferCount message. The purpose of this command is to inform the ap-
plication of how many data buffers will be sent to complete the capture. This value is saved, and also resizes the progress bar to display 
the fraction of blocks remaining in the transmission.

Next comes one ccDataFlush message for each data packet, followed by the packet itself. The application actually notes these packets 
but displays nothing. Finally on Close() comes a final ccDataFlush command followed by a result command ccInfo. This command 
closes the logger, writes the data to disk, displays some of the information and creates a data description file for the BinView analysis 
application and saves it to disk.
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Data Packet Reception
Like the message packet handler, the arrival of data packets can be processed inside of an event handler function.

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

// ApplicationIo::PacketAvailableHandler() -- Data Packet arrival event handler

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

void ApplicationIo::PacketAvailableHandler(TiBusmasterStreamDataEvent & Event)

{

IntegerBuffer Packet;

Event.Sender->Recv(Packet);

UI->AppendToLog(“Packet Rcvd”);

UI->UpdateAcquisitionProgress();

std::string text = “Rx: “ + IntToString(++RcvMessageTally);

UI->MessageText(text);

Logger.Log(Packet.IntPtr(), Packet.Size());

}

The sender pointer in the event argument is used to receive the data into the IntegerBuffer object Packet. After some update of the 
UI, the packet data is appended to data logger by the Log method. So the actual process of responding to a data packet, reading it in and 
logging it is accomplished in two lines of source code.

As stated above, the final ccInfo message closes the logged file, writing out the last piece of data and closing the file. This allows other 
programs to open and analyze the results.
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